Malaysia

Avid shopper. Explore the length and breadth of the buildings. There is something to charm every visitor, by magnificent modern landmarks and heritage range of marine life. Its natural wealth is complemented and verdant national parks that are teeming with various types of flora and fauna. Malaysia’s cultural heritage is an essential part of its tradition and culture. The scenic beauty of the nature and natural parks is a major tourist attraction and a form of relaxation for the visitors. The local culture is woven into the local lifestyle and traditions. This tropical paradise boasts pristine jungles, vibrant destination with a diversity of cultures and traditions. Kelantan is a veritable showcase of traditional culture, Kelantan is a state that is rich in history and culture. The state is known for its traditional dances, crafts, and languages. The most famous dance is the ‘woven brocade’ and silverware are especially fine and unique. Other traditional dances include the ‘giant kite-flying’ and ‘wayang kulit’ (shadow puppetry). Culture, Kelantan is a veritable showcase of traditional in Malaysia, including several prehistoric aboriginal distinctive Kelantanese Malay traditions. This diversity of cultures is reflected in the local lifestyle and traditions. This state is also known for its delicious cuisine to the wonderfully unique, from Kelantan.

Kelantan

Places of Interest

- **Utama Buddha Temple and Mataraman Temple (Umbrella Temple)**
  - The Temple is a Buddhist temple located in Tumpat town. The temple is unique as it is located in the middle of a rice paddy field. The temple is surrounded by beautiful scenery and occasional wildlife. Cha Cave is the largest rock shelter in the area and is a popular tourist attraction. Floods damaged it in 2010, and it was restored in 2012. The temple is open daily from 9 am to 5 pm.
  - Tel: +609 747 7554 (Tourism Malaysia, Kelantan)

- **Kuala Koh**
  - This is a beautiful beach located in Kuala Koh, about 40km from Kota Bharu. It is a popular spot for families and nature lovers. The beach is surrounded by beautiful scenery and occasional wildlife. Cha Cave is the largest rock shelter in the area and is a popular tourist attraction. Floods damaged it in 2010, and it was restored in 2012. The temple is open daily from 9 am to 5 pm.
  - Tel: +609 747 7554 (Tourism Malaysia, Kelantan)

- **Gua Musang Wildlife Department**
  - This is a national park located in Gua Musang. The park is known for its diverse wildlife and plant life. The park is also a popular spot for bird watching. The park is open daily from 8 am to 5 pm.
  - Tel: +609 912 2940 (Gua Musang Wildlife Department)

- **Kuala Kieh**
  - This is a Buddhist temple located in Tumpat town. The temple is unique as it is located in the middle of a rice paddy field. The temple is surrounded by beautiful scenery and occasional wildlife. Cha Cave is the largest rock shelter in the area and is a popular tourist attraction. Floods damaged it in 2010, and it was restored in 2012. The temple is open daily from 9 am to 5 pm.
  - Tel: +609 747 7554 (Tourism Malaysia, Kelantan)

- **Sitting Buddha Temple (Wat Machimmaram)**
  - This is a Buddhist temple located in Tumpat town. The temple is unique as it is located in the middle of a rice paddy field. The temple is surrounded by beautiful scenery and occasional wildlife. Cha Cave is the largest rock shelter in the area and is a popular tourist attraction. Floods damaged it in 2010, and it was restored in 2012. The temple is open daily from 9 am to 5 pm.
  - Tel: +609 747 7554 (Tourism Malaysia, Kelantan)

- **Masjid Beijing**
  - This is a Chinese temple located in Tumpat town. The temple is unique as it is located in the middle of a rice paddy field. The temple is surrounded by beautiful scenery and occasional wildlife. Cha Cave is the largest rock shelter in the area and is a popular tourist attraction. Floods damaged it in 2010, and it was restored in 2012. The temple is open daily from 9 am to 5 pm.
  - Tel: +609 747 7554 (Tourism Malaysia, Kelantan)

- **Pantai Irama**
  - This is a beautiful beach located in Pantai Irama, about 40km from Kota Bharu. It is a popular spot for families and nature lovers. The beach is surrounded by beautiful scenery and occasional wildlife. Cha Cave is the largest rock shelter in the area and is a popular tourist attraction. Floods damaged it in 2010, and it was restored in 2012. The temple is open daily from 9 am to 5 pm.
  - Tel: +609 747 7554 (Tourism Malaysia, Kelantan)

- **Kampung Krai**
  - This is a beautiful village located in Kampung Krai, about 40km from Kota Bharu. It is a popular spot for families and nature lovers. The village is surrounded by beautiful scenery and occasional wildlife. Cha Cave is the largest rock shelter in the area and is a popular tourist attraction. Floods damaged it in 2010, and it was restored in 2012. The temple is open daily from 9 am to 5 pm.
  - Tel: +609 747 7554 (Tourism Malaysia, Kelantan)

- **Lake Pergeau**
  - This is a beautiful lake located in Lake Pergeau, about 40km from Kota Bharu. It is a popular spot for families and nature lovers. The lake is surrounded by beautiful scenery and occasional wildlife. Cha Cave is the largest rock shelter in the area and is a popular tourist attraction. Floods damaged it in 2010, and it was restored in 2012. The temple is open daily from 9 am to 5 pm.
  - Tel: +609 747 7554 (Tourism Malaysia, Kelantan)
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  - Tel: +609 747 7554 (Tourism Malaysia, Kelantan)

- **Siti Khadijah Market**
  - This is a popular market located in Kota Bharu. The market is known for its delicious cuisine to the wonderfully unique, from Kelantan.
  - Tel: +609 747 7554 (Tourism Malaysia, Kelantan)

- **Rantau Panjang Duty-Free Zone**
  - This is a duty-free zone located in Rantau Panjang. The zone is known for its various types of kites, and also limited sales about the cultural practices and traditions. The zone is open daily from 9 am to 5 pm.
  - Tel: +609 176 7384 (Tourism Malaysia, Kelantan)

- **Kota Bharu**
  - This town is the capital of Kelantan. It is known for its traditional dances, crafts, and languages. The most famous dance is the ‘woven brocade’ and silverware are especially fine and unique. Other traditional dances include the ‘giant kite-flying’ and ‘wayang kulit’ (shadow puppetry). Culture, Kelantan is a veritable showcase of traditional in Malaysia, including several prehistoric aboriginal distinctive Kelantanese Malay traditions. This diversity of cultures is reflected in the local lifestyle and traditions. This state is also known for its delicious cuisine to the wonderfully unique, from Kelantan.
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The Royal Museum was built in 1910 under the reign of Sultan Iskandar. In the past, this building was used as a bank and a bazaar. Having undergone several renovations, the museum today is a repository of Kelantan royal family regalia and Kelantanese craftsmanship. The gallery has been converted into a museum and named as the Kelantan Royal Museum. Visitors can see a collection of Kelantan royal family regalia in this gallery.

Tel: +609 785 0222
(Her Majesty the Yang di-Pertuan Agong)

KAMPUNG KRAFTANGAN

The area of Kampung Kraftangan was turned into a museum in 1988 by Tuan Mohamad. The building has since been opened to the public as a museum to share the culture and history of the Kelantanese people. The museum is located in the centre of the town and is accessible to the general public from 9am to 5pm daily. Visitors can learn about the history of the Kelantanese people and their culture through the exhibits in the museum.

Tel: +609 748 4646
(Kota Bharu District Tourism Office)

Shopping

KOTA BHARU TRADE CENTRE

A bewildering range of handicrafts in various colours, shapes and sizes to suit all tastes and requirements. Whether you plan to bring back a souvenir or you wish to despatch a gift, the best망 of Kelantanese craftsmanship are available. The shop is located on the main road and is easily accessible from the Kota Bharu town centre.

Tel: +609 748 2386

Getting Around

Getting Around

Kota Bharu is well connected to other parts of the country by road and rail. The town is served by a modern airport, which is located about 15 km from the town centre. The Kota Bharu International Airport has regular flights to Kuala Lumpur, Penang, and Singapore. The town is also connected to other parts of the country by road and rail. The Kota Bharu railway station is situated near the Handicraft Village which connects the town to other parts of the country. In Kota Bharu, the local bus service is operated under the supervision of Transport Department, and taxis and other transport Operators may be found at the vicinity of the bus station.

Tel: +609 744 0101
(Transport Department, Malaysia)
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